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Abstract—Multi-robot systems have been widely applied
techniques [7] have been proposed for more complex pathto various applications to perform a given task
planning problems. In [8] [9], Javier Minguez, et al,
collaboratively and cooperatively. In a multi-robot
implemented a single robot with collision avoidance support in
environment, path-planning or collision avoidance is an
troublesome scenarios using the ND (Nearness Diagram)
important problem. This paper tackles this important
navigation algorithm. In this case, the collision avoidance
but challenging problem. We developed a step-forward
strategies must rely on sensory information to compute the
approach for collision avoidance in multi-robot systems,
movement according to unforeseen circumstances. To advance
building on the established techniques from omnidecision-making
on collision avoidance for path planning, we
directional vision systems, automatic control, and
have
to
develop
a
more effective collision avoidance approach.
dynamic programming. The developed collision
Without an effective and feasible collision avoidance approach,
avoidance algorithms can help avoid the collision from
it will be difficult to plan a safe path for a robot to reach its
any static obstacles and any dynamic objects such as a
moving robot. In this paper, we report the developed
given goal. In this work, we focus on an approach for multicollision avoidance algorithms, along with simulationrobot systems. Building on techniques from sensor, automatic
based experimental results. The results show that the
control, and omni-directional vision systems, we developed a
collision avoidance strategies are effective and useful for
step-forward approach. Our algorithms or strategies can help
making decisions on collision avoidance in multi-robot
make decisions on collision avoidance; including avoiding
systems.
multiple static obstacles as well as dynamic objects such a
moving robot. To validate the effectiveness and usefulness of
these
algorithms, we developed a simulation environment for
I. INTRODUCTION
conducting simulation-based experiments in different scenarios.
With the rapid development of artificial intelligence, In this paper, we present the collision avoidance algorithms in
autonomous robots, sensors, automatic control, and computer detail. We also describe the simulation environment and report
vision systems, multi-robot systems have been widely applied our experimental results.
to various real-world applications such as search and rescue,
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
surveillance, collaborative exploration, and exploration of large 2 briefly introduces an environment on multi-robot systems;
and unmapped areas. The objective is to use a team of robots to Section 3 presents the collision avoidance algorithms for multiperform a given task collaboratively and cooperatively. Up to robot systems; Section 4 describes the simulation environment
date, there have been a large number of research efforts and some simulation-based experimental results; Section 5
focusing on different research topics related to multi-robot concludes the paper and discusses future work.
systems, such as communication techniques among multiple
II. THE MULTI-ROBOT SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT
robots [1], behavior-based control [2], vision systems, and path
planning [3]. For instance, C. Behring, et al, investigated robot
A Multi-robot system is designated to cooperatively perform
path planning and algorithm complexity [3] using cellular a given task in various applications. Such a multi-robot system
automation simulations. Some researchers worked on sensor usually consists of multiple robots, a given task, and
techniques to improve sensor reliability [4] and sensor environment for performing the task. Each robot in the system
has to be an autonomous robot, which is equipped with devices
coverage [5].
In the research and development of multi-robot systems, one or systems such as an omni-directional vision system, a targetof the most important issues is path planning with collision identifying system, communication systems, and control
avoidance [13]. Because of dynamic characteristics and systems. These devices or systems provide basic functionalities
specificities of multi-robot systems, it is impossible to establish and abilities for the robot to perform the assigned task in a
a scheduled path for each robot in performing tasks teamwork environment. In this section, we briefly introduce
cooperatively with other robots [12] [14]. A robot in multi- the techniques for identifying an environment and
robot systems is one member of a team. Its motion is restricted preprocessing the environmental information around a robot.
with other robots and environments given by the performed A. Identifying environment
To identify the task-performing environment around a robot,
task. We need an effective dynamic approach for planning the
an Omni-directional Vision System (OVS) can be used. The
path for a robot in a dynamic environment. There is some work
OVS is one of the most important components in an
on using centralized algorithms to plan the path for each robot.
autonomous robot system [10]. It is used as an advanced sensor
In such a case, the algorithm can only work for a simple
for detecting the environment around a robot. It provides a 360
problem that involves two or three robots [6]. Potential field

○

view of the environment in a single image. Such an omnidirectional image is usually obtained with catadioptric
panoramic cameras, which combine conventional cameras
(lenses) and convex mirrors. After applying some existing
image processing technologies to these images, we can restore
the real image and identify the environmental information
around a robot. This information includes the position and IDs
of other robots, the positions of obstacles and other potential
dynamic objects. The precision of an omni-directional vision
system gradually deteriorates as the distance between its mirror
and an object increases. As a result, we define a circular area
with a given radius as the vision area in our multi-robot system.
The radius of this circle is defined as a vision radius for a
single robot. Decisions on collision avoidance will be made
based on the information collected within this circular area.
B. Preprocessing environment information
The information obtained from the OVS has to be
preprocessed in order to effectively perform two main tasks:
identifying static obstacles and identifying dynamic objects.
1). Identifying static obstacles
This task is to identify the position and size of a static
obstacle by using the information from OVS. It consists of
three steps as shown in Figure 1:
a. Make a circular area for an obstacle in which the
diameter equals the length from the top-left point to
the bottom-right point of the obstacle. Then, substitute
this area for the original obstacle.
b. Check the distance between any two obstacles. If the
distance is smaller than the minimum size for a robot
to pass through, then combine them into one obstacle,
defining a new circular area that covers both of them.
c. Update the obstacle information for decision-making
on collision avoidance.
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Velocity direction
Vision
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In order for a multi-robot system to cooperatively perform a
given task in real-world applications, one of the main tasks for
each robot in the system is to reach its individual goal without
colliding with a static obstacle or other robots. Due to the
dynamic environment, it is difficulty to plan a scheduled path
for each robot before performing a given task. Traditionally,
expert systems have been a useful approach for collision
avoidance. For instance, Kose and Yang developed an expert
system for ship collision avoidance [11]. However, in a multirobot system, a robot is controlled by itself and we are unable
to obtain expert experience for building a knowledge base for
collision avoidance. Considering specificities of multi-robot
systems, we propose a novel collision avoidance strategy that
we call a step-forward dynamic moving approach. In general,
any single robot system must avoid any obstacles based on the
information obtained from preprocessing of environmental
information. The idea is that a single robot keeps updating its
motion path by using recent information. The encountering
situation in a multi-robot system can be summarized as 3 cases:
an encountering with a static obstacle, an encountering with a
dynamic object, and an encountering with both static obstacles
and dynamic objects. For these situations, we developed three
different algorithms for providing collision avoidance
strategies to any single robot in a multi-robot system. In the
following subsections, we present these algorithms in detail.
The notational conventions used in this paper are summarized
in Table 1.
TABLE I
THE NOTATION CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS PAPER

Notation
R
Rnl
Rno
Rnr
Oi
Oradius
P
PR
Pi
L
No

ε
Fig. 1. Preprocessing the static obstacles

2). Identifying dynamic objects
The second task is to identify dynamic objects such as
moving robots. Figure 2 shows the process of detecting the
velocity (direction and speed) for a moving robot.
Robot1
V1
Vision radius
V3
Robot3
V4
Robot4

Fig. 2. Detecting the velocity direction

III. COLLISION AVOIDANCE STRATEGIES

NR
Qi
Result

The mean of the notations
A robot’s current position.
The next position following the established path.
The next position for avoiding obstacle.
The next position for avoiding another robot
The ith obstacle’s position.
The radius of an obstacle.
The goal’s position
The priority of Robot R.
The priority of the ith robot.
The escape point position.
The number of dangerous obstacles.
A small positive number.
The number of dangerous robots.
The position of the ith dangerous robot.
The prediction result. 1 means collision , 0 means safety

A. The algorithm for avoiding static obstacles
We assume that the obstacle’s radius is smaller than the
robot vision radius. Once an OVS captures an image, the
relative coordinate information is determined by preprocessing
the information as described previously.
Before discussing the collision avoidance strategy, we
introduce the some concepts such as near path, far path, and
escape point. In Figure 3, the degree of risk for obstacle m
exceeds the threshold value of Robot n. So Robot n takes it as
a dangerous object. At point A, the distance between m and n is
less than or equal to a predetermined value. The robot must
change its established path to avoid a collision with the

obstacle. For a single obstacle and a single goal, there exist two
tangent points, shown as point B and C.
C
Far path
D
Obstacle m

Goal n

Figure 4(a), because Robot 3 identifies two target robots:
Robot 1 and Robot 4, Robot 3 takes a “stopping” action to
avoid Robot 4. Meanwhile, Robot 1 takes a stopping action as
well to avoid Robot 3. As a result, only Robot 4 keeps moving
with its current states. After Robot 4 gets out of the vision area
of Robot 3, Robot 3 and Robot 1 start to move following their
established path as shown in Figure 4(b).
Robot 4
V4＝v
Vision radius

A
Near path

B

Vision radius

V3＝v

Robot 3

V3＝0

Robot 3

After △t

Robot n

Fig. 3. The motion path for avoiding static obstacle

We call point B and C the escape points. Since arc AB is
shorter in length than arc AC, arc AB is defined as the near path
and arc AC as the far path. To keep a shorter path to the goal,
the robot should follow arc AB to avoid the obstacle. When the
robot reaches the escape point B, there are two possible paths
to follow: one is to return to the previously established path,
i.e., first move to the point D, then follow the original
established path to move toward its goal; another possibility is
to re-plan the path toward its goal. Apparently, the newly
established path is shorter. Using these concepts, we developed
an algorithm for avoiding static. The algorithm is shown in
Table 2. In the algorithm, is a given small number, which is
tunable and determined by the requirements of a given task.
TABLE 1
THE ALGORITHM FOR AVOIDING STATIC OBJECTS
Input: , R, Oi, No, L, P, Oradius
Output: Rnl, Rno
Process:
If (|P-R|> ) do {
For (all the obstacles∈No){
If (|R-Oi|> +Oradius) do {R Rnl}

// moving a step following the
//established path.
Else If (L==R) do {R Rnl}
// moving a step following the
//established path.
Else do { (R Rno)} }
// moving a step for avoiding an obstacle
}
}
Else do {R P}

V1=v
Robot 1
(a) The scenario at t=t1

V1=0
Robot 1

Robot 4
V4＝v

(b) The scenario at t=t1+△t

Fig. 4.The motion strategy without prediction

Based on the collision avoidance strategy, Robot 3 and
Robot 1 stop their motion to avoid Robot 4. It would be
much preferred if these three robots could keep moving
without taking “stopping actions” , because “stopping”
requires a complicated control system and the robots are
delayed in the execution of their task. To this end, we
propose to predict other robot’s motion before making a
decision. As showing in Figure 4(a), Robot 3 first predicts
the other robots’ motion state based on current moving
states, including velocity direction and value in a given time.
If the two robots will encounter each other, they will
rigorously follow the priority strategy. Otherwise, they will
keep moving in current motion states. Figure 5 shows a
prediction procedure from Robot 3. Because each robot is
homogenous in a multi-robot system, the prediction
procedure of Robot 4 and Robot 1 is similar to Robot 3’s.
Velocity of
Robot 4.

Velocity of
Robot 3.
Velocity of
Robot 1.

The prediction
module of
Robot 3.

Robot 4 and 3
will collide.
Robot 3and 1
won’t collide.

Fig. 5. The prediction procedure of Robot 3

B. The algorithm for avoiding dynamic objects
In this study, a dynamic object is defined as a moving robot.
As we mentioned, each robot has its own unique ID. Other
robots in the system can identify this ID number. Now we take
Robot 3 as an example to illustrate the strategy for avoiding a
dynamic object. Figure 4(a) shows that Robot 3 encounters two
robots, Robot 4 and Robot 1. In order to avoid the deadlock
among robots, we adopt the concept of priority and use the
robot ID number as the robot’s priority. When two robots
encounter each other, the lower priority one must take an
action to avoid the higher priority one, while the higher priority
robot keeps its own moving state unless it encounters a new
object or obstacle. The action that the lower priority robot will
take could be “stopping” or “speed reduction”. Here, the lower
priority robot takes a “stopping” action to avoid a collision. In

Based on the predicted results from Robot 3, the moving
states of three robots are shown in Figure 6. Because Robot
4 and Robot 3 will encounter each other and the priority of
Robot 3 is lower than Robot 4’s one, Robot 3 will stop and
Robot 4 will keep moving. Meanwhile, since Robot 3 and
Robot 1 will not encounter each other, Robot 1 will keep
moving as shown in Figure 6(b) even through Robot 1 is
identified in Robot 3’s vision area. After some time △ t,
Robot 3 predicts that Robot 4 and Robot 3 will not collide,
so Robot 3 will start to move as shown in Figure 6(c). By
predicting the other robot’s moving status, the robots reduce
the frequency of taking a “stopping” action to avoid the
higher priority robot. The algorithm for avoiding dynamic
objects is shown in Table 3.
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(a) The scenario at t=t1
Robot 4
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(c) The scenario at t=t1+2△t

Fig. 6. the motion strategy with prediction
TABLE 2
THE ALGORITHM FOR AVOIDING DYNAMIC OBJECTS

Input: , R, Oi, NR, L, P, Qi,PR, Pi
Output: Rnl, Rnr,Result
Process:
If (|P-R|> ) {
If(all the robots, i∈NR,PR==max(Pi))do{
If(|Q - R| > ) do {R←Rnl} // moving a step following the
// established path.
Else do { R←Rnr }}
// moving a step for avoiding
// other robots.
Else{
Result=predictingTargets(R, Qi! // making prediction
If (Result=1) do {R←R}
// taking a “stop” action for
//avoiding other robot
Else do {{R←Rnl}}}
// moving a step following the
//established path.
Else do {R←P}

C. The algorithm for avoiding static obstacles and dynamic
objects
In practice, a robot in a multi-robot system needs to avoid
not only static obstacles but also dynamic objects at the same
time. We need a collision avoidance strategy for avoiding both
static obstacles and dynamic objects. In this case, the lower
priority robot will be considered as a static obstacle from the
viewpoint of the higher priority robots. On the other hand, the
higher priority robot will keep moving regardless of the
prediction results. After combining the algorithms for avoiding
static obstacles and dynamic objects discussed above, we have
an algorithm for avoiding both static obstacles and dynamic
objects. This algorithm is shown in Table 4.
IV. SIMULATION-BASED EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to validate the effectiveness and usefulness of the
collision avoidance strategies for multi-robot systems, we
developed a simulation environment for conducting
experiments for collision avoidance in multi-robot systems. As
we introduced in Section 2, all robots are autonomous and
homogenous robotic systems, which are equipped with OVS
and other devices for identifying the environment around them.

TABLE 3
THE ALGORITHM FOR AVOIDING STATIC OBSTACLES AND DYNAMIC OBJECTS

Input: , R, Oi, NR, L, P, Qi,PR, Pi, Oradius
Output: Rnl, Rnr, Rno ,Result
Process:
If (|P-R|> ) {
If(|R-Oi|> +Oradius)do{R←Rnl} //moving a step following the
// established pat.
Else do{If(L==R) do {(R←Rnl)} //moving a step following the
// newly established path
Else do { (R←Rno)}}}
// moving a step for avoiding
// an obstacle
If (|P-R|> ) {
If (NR!=0){
Result=predictingTargets(R, Qi! // making prediction for other
//robots
If (Result=1){
If(all the robots, i∈NR,PR==max(Pi)){
If(|Q- R|> ) do {R←Rnl} //moving a step following the
//established path
Else do {If(L==R) do (R←Rnl)} //moving a step following
// the newly established path
Else do {{R←Rnr}}}
// moving a step for
// avoiding other robots
Else do { R←R }}
Else do {R←Rnl}}
// moving a step following
// the established path
Else{R←Rnl}}}
//moving a step following
// the established path
Else{R←P}

Our simulation environment was developed using the Java
programming language. Using this simulation environment, we
conducted different experiments for validating the collision
avoidance algorithms that we discussed in Section 3. Within
this environment, we can set different multi-robot system
parameters. For instance, we can specify the number of robots,
the positions of static obstacles, the position of each robot’s
goal, and the initial positions for each robot. Figure 7 shows an
example of a multi-robot system in which there are 5 robots, 10
static obstacles, and 5 different goals corresponding to each
robot. As shown in Figure 7, the simulation environment is a
two-dimension space of 600 pixels by 800 pixels. The size of a
single robot is 30 pixels, and all robots in the system have the
same speed of 5 pixels/per second. For simplifying the
simulation process, all robots start from the left side and move
toward their goals on the right hand side. All static obstacles
have different sizes varying from 20 pixels to 60 pixels and are
randomly placed in the environment.
We present some of these experiments and results in the next
sub-section.
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Fig. 7. An example of a multi-robot system
Fig. 9. The simulation result of 5 robots without static obstacles

A. Experiments of a single robot and static obstacles
Figure 8 shows the simulation result for collision avoidance
in the case of a single robot and multiple static obstacles. The
robot started from the top-left corner. The goal is set near the
bottom-right corner. The robot encountered 3 static obstacles
on its way to the goal. At the points A, B, and C, the robot took
the near path as determined by the collision avoidance strategy
to avoid these obstacles. When the robot arrived at these
escape points, it rescheduled a new path for collision avoidance.
From the trajectory of the simulation, it is obvious that the
robot successfully avoided the static obstacles and reached its
goal safely.

A
B

C

C. Experiments of collision avoidance for multiple robots and static
obstacles
Figure 10 shows the simulation results for a scenario in
which there were 5 robots and 10 static obstacles. In this
complex scenario, a robot needs to avoid not only collision
from the static obstacles but also from other moving robots in
the system. Each robot performed the collision avoidance
strategies very well. As shown in Figure 10, Robot 0 avoided
obstacle 3 and took a stopping action to avoid Robot 1, and
then move to his goal (G0). Robot 1 took an action to avoid
obstacle 3 and 8. Robot 2 took an action to avoid obstacle 1.
Similarly, Robot 4 has highest priority and only needed to take
an action to avoid obstacle 6 and obstacle 2. But Robot 3 took
a stopping action to avoid Robot 4 and another action to avoid
obstacle 4. From the simulation result, we can see that all
robots reached their goals successfully without any collision
with either static obstacles or other robots.

8
R1
R0
1

3

G2
R2

Fig. 8. The simulation result of a single robot and several static obstacles

B. Experiments of collision avoidance for dynamic objects
Figure 9 shows the simulation result for collision avoidance in
the case of multiple dynamic objects. In this scenario, there
were 5 robots in the system. They were positioned on the left
side, while 5 goals corresponding to each robot were
positioned on the right side. The five robots started at the same
time. In area M, Robot 0, Robot 1, and Robot 2 encountered
each other, so each robot had to take an action to avoid the
other robots, in this case without predicting the moving status
of other robots. After each robot performed the prediction for
its own target robots, they found there was no dangerous
collision. As a result, none of them needed to take a “stopping”
action. However, in area N, Robot 3 and Robot 4 encountered
each other. The prediction result shows that they would have a
collision. As determined by the algorithm, Robot 3 has priority
to take an action to avoid Robot 4. As a result, Robot 3 stopped
a while waiting for Robot 4 to pass. The final trajectories of
each robot in this scenario are shown in Figure 9.
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Fig. 10.The simulation result of multiple robots and static obstacles

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper, we presented the developed collision
avoidance strategies for multi-robot systems. The proposed
collision avoidance approaches rely on the techniques from
omni-directional vision sensor systems that are able to identify
the position of static obstacles and the velocity of other robots.
To validate the effectiveness and usefulness of the developed
collision avoidance algorithms or strategies, we also developed
a simulation environment. Using this simulation environment,
we conducted experiments for different scenarios. The
simulation-based experimental results showed that these

algorithms are effective and useful for collision avoidance in
multi-robot systems. They help make decision on collision
avoidance from any static obstacles or any dynamic objects.
Although we implemented the collision avoidance
algorithms in a simulation environment, we still need to
validate these algorithms in a physical multi-robot system.
Since the control method, mechanics of robot motion and
environment detection precision may be different in realistic
multi-robot systems, the parameters in the developed collision
avoidance algorithms have to be tuned. Therefore, our future
work is to conduct validation for the developed algorithms in a
real multi-robot system.
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